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VSP Avian Perch
(SKU# 79000) 

Product description

The exclusive VSP Avian Perch is a unique, easy-to-use, “three sizes-in-one,”
acrylic perch for small to large birds. Select one of three desired perch
diameters by easily rotating the perch. For use on counter tops, exam tables,
cages or gram scales, such as the 400 g to 25 kg capacity Electronic Gram
Scales offered by VSP. 

• Three perch diameters are 3/4", 1" and 1-1/4" 

• Acrylic perch bars have been etched to provide the right amount of
texture so birds can grip the perch comfortably

• Accommodates most sizes of birds from budgies to macaws

• Rotate the perch to select the correct perch diameter based on the bird’s
size and comfort

• Acrylic material is easily cleaned or disinfected

• Sturdy, no-wobble construction makes a secure base for birds to perch on

• The VSP Avian Perch can be moved easily to gram scales, exam tables,
pre-surgery and cages without disturbing the bird

• Easily assembled

See other side for use directions

VSP Avian Perch (SKU# 79000)

A blue-fronted Amazon on medium sized perch
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Use directions
VSP Avian Perch  

Package contents

The VSP Avian Perch is shipped unassembled
The package contains:

• 6 screws (you will need a Phillips
screwdriver for assembly)

• 2 Lexan triangular end pieces

• 3 acrylic perch bars
1 small (3/4" diameter)
1 medium (1" diameter)
1 large (1-1/4" diameter)

Assembly instructions

1. Each one of the perch bars (small, medium, large)
coordinates with a specific hole in each corner
of the triangular end pieces

2. Determine the proper alignment by placing
one of the triangular end pieces over the
diagram to the right 

3. Rotate the triangular end piece until
the holes and edges match up exactly
with the diagram

4. Lign up the large perch bar with
the appropriate matching corner
on the triangular end piece.
You will know if it is the correct
placement if the perch bar does not
extend past the edge of the triangular end piece 

5. Then screw the large perch bar into the correct hole 

6. Repeat the process with the medium perch bar

7. Repeat the process with the small perch bar

8. The end of each perch bar should now be flush with the
surface of the triangular end piece and the outer edges of
the perch bars should not extend past the edges of the
triangular end pieces

9. Proceed with attaching the opposite ends of the perch
bars to the other triangular end piece   

Caution

When screwing the screws into the ends of the perch bars,
take care that the screws are tightened just to the point
where they are snug against the triangular end pieces.
If over-tightened, the screws will strip the acrylic and
permanently damage the perch bar ends

Lexan triangular
end piece

Small acrylic perch bar

Medium acrylic perch bar

Large acrylic perch bar

Use this diagram to correctly
assemble the VSP Avian Perch

 


